CRITICAL POLITICAL THEORY
AND RADICAL PRACTICE
Mainstream political theory has been experiencing an identity crisis for as long as I can
remember. From even a cursory glance at the major journals, it still seems preoccupied either
with textual exegesis of a conservatively construed canon, fashionable postmodern forms of
deconstruction, or the reduction of ideas to the context in which they were formulated and the
prejudices of the author. Usually written in esoteric style and intended only for disciplinary
experts, political theory has lost both its critical character and its concern for political practice. Behaviorist and positivist political “scientists” tend to view it as a branch of philosophical
metaphysics or as akin to literary criticism. They are not completely wrong. There is currently
no venue that highlights the practical implications of theory or its connections with the larger
world. I was subsequently delighted when Palgrave Macmillan offered me the opportunity of
editing Critical Political Theory and Radical Practice.
When I was a graduate student at the University of California: Berkeley during the 1970s,
critical theory was virtually unknown in the United States. The academic mainstream was
late in catching up and, when it finally did during the late 1980s, it predictably embraced the
more metaphysical and subjectivist trends of critical theory. Traditionalists had little use for
an approach in which critique of a position or analysis of an event was predicated on positive
ideals and practical political aims. In this vein, like liberalism, socialism was a dirty word and
knowledge of its various tendencies and traditions was virtually non-existent. Today, however,
the situation is somewhat different. Strident right-wing politicians have openly condemned
“critical thinking” particularly as it pertains to cultural pluralism and American history. Such
parochial validations of tradition have implications for practical politics. And, if only for this
reason, it is necessary to confront them. A new generation of academics is becoming engaged
with immanent critique, interdisciplinary work, actual political problems, and more broadly
the link between theory and practice. Critical Political Theory and Radical Practice offers
them a new home for their intellectual labors.
The series introduces new authors, unorthodox themes, critical interpretations of the classics and salient works by older and more established thinkers. Each after his or her fashion
will explore the ways in which political theory can enrich our understanding of the arts and
social sciences. Criminal justice, psychology, sociology, theatre, and a host of other disciplines
come into play for a critical political theory. The series also opens new avenues by engaging
alternative traditions, animal rights, Islamic politics, mass movements, sovereignty, and the
institutional problems of power. Critical Political Theory and Radical Practice thus fills an
important niche. Innovatively blending tradition and experimentation, this intellectual enterprise with a political intent will, I hope, help reinvigorate what is fast becoming a petrified
field of study and perhaps provide a bit of inspiration for future scholars and activists.
Stephen Eric Bronner
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Preface

T

he original impetus for this project came from reflections
on growing up in a working-class family, with parents who
worked constantly in physically demanding jobs to make
ends meet. Their work ethic made a deep impression on me that I
did not question until a paid fellowship in graduate school gave me
the time and resources to reflect on what I had experienced growing up. My working-class experience was refracted through political
theory, but my reading of political theory was also informed by this
experience. My father has worked on oil rigs most of his adult life.
Being a “rough neck” and later a driller allowed him to make a considerable amount of money without a college degree, in comparison
to other employment options in Wyoming. My mother worked as a
house painter and roofer, a nontraditional job for a woman, but again
with better pay without a college education. Given my parents’ traditional marriage, my mother’s Mexican-American background and
my father’s patriarchal ways, my mother assumed primary responsibility for the domestic and reproductive labor in addition to her full
time-employment outside of the home. My parents’ situation is not
unique. It is historically an instance of the working-class experience
to the extent that their lives have been governed largely by politicaleconomic forces that they, at least as isolated individuals, have little
to no control over.
Until relatively recently, my father commuted from Wyoming to
the Williston Basin in North Dakota to work in the booming oil fields
that have increasingly gained public attention, as we, as a nation, seek
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to reduce our dependency on outside sources of oil.1 My father’s commute consisted of an eight to nine-hour drive for which he was not
compensated despite the use of his own vehicle for means of transportation to and from the work site. Once he arrived at one of the “man
camps,” he worked 14 days outdoors, often in extreme weather conditions. To make working conditions more difficult, his hours shifted
alternatively from days to nights every other work period. At the end
of 14 days, he drove eight to nine hours back to Wyoming and did
not work for 12 days. Upon arriving home, he usually spent the first
three to four days sleeping to recover from complete exhaustion after
working 14 days straight. Often he was recovering from illness.
These biographical details are political insofar as they describe the
unjust conditions of working-class people who toil without any viable
means of bettering their condition.2 My parents are not politically
active, but it is not without reason. Growing up in Wyoming, I was
never made aware of the existence of labor unions let alone the history of labor struggles or working-class culture that continue to give
workers a sense of dignity, self-worth, and class solidarity. When I was
introduced to labor history in college, I was nothing short of amazed
that such traditions existed, and I wished these traditions had been
made more readily available for my parents. For the first time in my
life, I understood not only class, but race and gender as political categories that offered alternative explanations for my family’s lot in life
that went beyond their individual choices to the political-economic
forces that shaped their lives.
To know of a violation of the basic rights to human dignity and
self-development is a grave injustice. Injustice is personal when those
we know and love perform manual labor so strenuous that their lives
are often shortened by the physical damage done to their bodies combined with the lack of health care, preventative or otherwise. Manual
labor is dangerous and dirty work, but much more is at stake. What
is at stake is nothing less than the development of humanity itself—
not a one-sided humanity that is deformed by the working conditions of advanced capitalism, but a development of the uniqueness
that each person embodies as their own seed of unrealized potential.
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What a teleological understanding of humanity offers is an unfolding
of human potential toward an undefined self-realization. When my
father is not working, he reads literature and poetry, plays the guitar, writes songs, draws, works on building his garage, fishes, hunts,
occasionally cooks, and spends time with family. In short, he most
develops his unique human capabilities outside of work. When my
mother is not working, she still takes responsibility for the domestic and reproductive labor that in part makes my father’s discretionary time possible, but in her downtime she watches movies or reads
magazines.3
When I learned about the history of the labor movement’s fight to
limit the workday, I thought of my parents and began to think deeply
about the politics of time. I was struck by Karl Marx’s insight, that
under capitalism, people spend the majority of their time not participating in political activity, but working. Despite this fact, much of
political theory does not treat work or time as politically significant
categories. I was further persuaded by Marx’s argument that democracy must be extended to the economic realm in order for freedom
and equality to be meaningfully extended to all aspects of life. While
the political nature of time under capitalism is readily apparent in
the encapsulated phrase, “time is money,” time is seldom recognized
or treated as political. People may complain about their overall lack
of time, but they do not necessarily recognize the political-economic
factors that most contribute to this lack. Instead, as with capitalism in
general, people tend to accept and negotiate the constraints as simply
part of life without recognizing the structural and ideological root
causes of these constraints. In this way, the politics of time is rendered
largely invisible. This book seeks to demonstrate the various ways that
time is already political, how it was depoliticized, and considers how
to develop a politics of time by way of political theory.
We know time is political because labor movements have historically included the fight for time as a central part of their political
agenda of extending democracy to the economy. Understanding why
the fight for time was so central to the labor movement is not only of
historical significance, but also, much more importantly, of political
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significance for developing a radical politics today. At the most basic
level, the initial fight for time institutionalized a way for people to
gain a greater degree of control over their time by limiting the length
of the workday through legislative reform. This legislation was meant
to prevent individuals from selling themselves into slavery, but it also
created an important and necessary distinction between their time
and the time they sold to their employer: “In place of the pompous
catalogue of the ‘inalienable rights of man’ comes the modest Magna
Charta of a legally limited working-day, which shall make clear ‘when
the time which the worker sells is ended, and when his own begins.’”4
What the fight for time established were the necessary, but not sufficient institutional preconditions for developing the possibility for a
more humane existence, one not overly determined by the production
and circulation of capital, or the mere necessities of life.
The fight for time was no small feat. Marx informs us that the
fight for the 10-hour workday took no less than 30 years to win in
England, and with good reason. The functioning and profitability of
capitalism continue to this day to depend on the ability to define and
structure the overall meaning and general experience of time. The
fight for time gave birth to what we casually refer to as free time, but
free time was not the ultimate goal as much as self-directed time,
or temporal autonomy, the ideal form being leisure. At present, free
time, a contested concept, which uncritically assumes time left over
after wage labor is free, and leisure, “a state of being free from the
necessity to labor,”5 are used interchangeably to the detriment of the
radical potential of leisure as a regulative ideal to resist the colonization of time by capital.
Unfortunately, the struggle for time is framed today not as a collective political struggle against the dictates of the capitalist system,
but as an individual and ostensibly private struggle to balance the
time constraints of both work and life, popularly referred to as the
“work-life balance.” Yet, work-life balance is a misnomer and a means
of mystification that keeps individuals negotiating time constraints
from recognizing the political nature of time under capitalism that
is largely beyond the control of isolated and unorganized individuals. Not only are severe time constraints normalized, but technology,
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which once was sought to reduce the overall amount of time spent
working in order to increase leisure, is now used to encourage individuals to work without limit, as work is integrated seamlessly with life,
which is now referred to as “work-life integration.”6 Seldom do people
make a political connection between their individual negotiations of
time constraints, and the labor movement’s collective struggle to limit
the length of the workday through legislative reform. The depoliticization of time is a result of the colonization of time by capital that
determines the individual and collective experience of time to such an
extent that severe time constraints are often experienced as normal,
if not inevitable, rather than political, which is to say, a situation that
can be questioned, challenged, and transformed. The depoliticization
of time is reinforced by the political tradition of liberalism that frames
time solely as an individual’s possession,7 rather than a collective and
social resource. Further, liberalism suggests that time belongs to individuals who make rational decisions about how to allocate their time
without taking into consideration the political-economic context they
must negotiate out of necessity.
A theory of time in capitalist modernity is extremely useful because
it demonstrates the political nature of time under capital, which may
help people make sense of what might otherwise feel like an individual plight. To develop a radical politics, time must be re-politicized
through a careful analysis of the historical practices and discourses
associated with it. By developing a politics of time, I mean to address
the political, economic, and social conditions that either enhance
or hinder the ability to control our time in a meaningful way. The
commodification of time severely limits the realization that there is a
choice to be made between time and money, and that they are not one
and the same. Yet, this choice is denied by the daily reality that time
is severely constrained by the necessity to labor as enforced by dependency on the market for the majority of goods and services combined
with the almost nonexistence social safety net in the context of the
United States.
Although subjective understandings of time are not reducible to a
single experience, there remains an overarching framework and logic
to time under capitalism that all individuals must negotiate regardless
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of their employment status. A struggle over alternative understandings of time recently took place between elderly Koreans and a local
McDonald’s restaurant located in Flushing, Queens.8 The juxtaposition between the presumably retired Korean patrons’ desire to sit for
hours on end enjoying their coffee and the fast food industry’s desire
to make a profit could not be more illustrative of this point. Native
Americans, among other historically oppressed groups in the United
States, have also resisted standardized clock time by referring to their
purposeful lateness as running on “Indian time.” Despite these individual or even group acts of resistance, the overarching framework
and logic to time under capitalism that individuals must negotiate is
the subject of this book in its entirety, but I focus primarily on “ablebodied, prime-aged people who are not involuntary unemployed.”9
As Goodin notes, “Others such as the young, the old and the involuntary unemployed might suffer the opposite problem—too much
time and too little to do . . . and the currency of time might not be the
most relevant way of specifying what, in justice, they most need.”10 In
2007, for example, a public library in Maplewood, New Jersey, made
the decision to close down from 2:45 to 5 p.m. to keep middle-school
students with no place else to be and nothing else to do from going
to the library after school let out. The board wrote, “‘Having as many
as 50 young people with nothing to do creates an untenable situation’. . . point[ing] out that many students did not use library resources
but simply socialized in the building.”11 In each of these cases, discretionary time was available, but was not considered acceptable to either
McDonald’s or a public library.
In brief, the colonization of time for working people is related to the
experience of time as loss or the feeling of not having enough time to
be and do what we want in our lifetime. In the context of the United
States, individual negotiations of time constraints are shaped by a
range of factors related to the intersections of class, race, and gender
relations. The service industry is evidence enough that some people are
able to pay for personal services provided by others usually less privileged in order to “save time.” In fact, the more recent history of capitalism might be read as the ever-increasing commodification of previously
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uncommodified household activities including childcare, laundry,
food preparation, elder care, etc. Despite the disparity between those
with gainful full-time employment and those who serve them, usually
in the context of part-time work devoid of health benefits, the fight
for time appeals to people across a wide range of differences from the
overworked to the unemployed as well as those in between, making it
a potentially salient political issue. The ability to control one’s time is
very attractive to a wide spectrum of people for a variety of reasons, but
the overall understanding of the politics of time is very weak. For this
reason, I bring together a range of political theorists who have thought
about time in a deeper and more meaningful way by connecting it to
qualitative considerations of the human condition.
As this manuscript is going to print, the implementation of
President Obama’s Affordable Care Act has created some alarm that
people might actually be able to choose to work less as a result: “The
Congressional Budget Office originally predicted that the availability of subsidies for low-income Americans to buy health insurance
would result in about 800,000 people leaving full-time work by 2023.
The revised estimate increases that number to about 2.5 million.”12
Although this is an estimate, the reactions reported in this blog post
do provide some indication of just how threatening the reality of
reducing the necessity to labor is to business as usual:
Texas Republican John Cornyn took to the Senate floor with the
same message. “The president’s own health care policy . . . is killing full-time work, and putting people in part-time work,” he
said.
Obama’s White House wasted little time responding, sending
Council of Economic Advisers Chairman Jason Furman to the
daily press briefing. There, Furman turned Cornyn’s charge on
its head, arguing that if some people are able to work part time
and spend more time with their children, or if others can leave a
job to start a business of their own without fear of losing health
insurance, then these are good things happening because of the
Affordable Care Act.
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“This is a choice on the part of workers,” Furman said. “I have
no doubt that if, for example, we got rid of Social Security and
Medicare, there are many 95-year-olds that would choose to work
more. I don’t think anyone would say that was a compelling argument to eliminate Social Security and Medicare,” Furman said.
Perhaps the Affordable Care Act indicates a possible way forward by
creating less dependency on employment at least in terms of health
care, which may enable people to work less if they choose to do so.
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